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Abstract
Although industry experts and designers provide guidelines for designing multiple display layouts in
extended reality (XR), there is a lack of empirical evidence to support these recommendations. In our
study, we review papers that have conducted user research and evaluated display layouts in XR to provide
a more structured view of evidence-based guidelines in different applications. Our investigation extends
beyond exploring the existing studies in this domain, types of XR environments, and display layouts,
providing detailed insights on how specific layout choices impact users’ experience (UX) measures
in XR environments. Our research paper provides design suggestions for developers, designers, and
researchers, offering a summary of design guidelines for various display layouts in XR, supported by
existing empirical evidence.
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1. Introduction

This review explores multiple display layouts in extended reality (XR). The identified publications
address questions and problems related to the usability, design, and implications of virtual
reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) display layouts for various tasks,
and the impact of layout configurations on the user’s performance. In this review paper, we
explore the existing studies in this domain, their application, types of XR environments, and
display layouts. In addition, to find empirical evidence on how to lay out virtual displays in XR,
we report on the empirical outcomes derived from existing user studies in the literature.

Figure 1: Examples of XR multiple display layouts in [1, 2, 3]. A) Multiple displays in a shape of sphere
[1]. B) Floating planes around the user [3]. C) Vertical and Horizontal arrangements in [2].
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Although industry experts and designers provide guidelines for designing multiple display
layouts in XR, there is a lack of empirical evidence to support these recommendations [4]. In
our study, empirical evidence refers to data and observations from experiments and user studies.
We collect studies that highlight evidence-based guidelines and are moving away from relying
on expert opinions. The study methodologies used in the reviewed publications contain a range
of approaches, including examining specific layout and cognitive features of three-dimensional
(3D) space, developing and implementing multiple display layouts in XR environments, and
comparing different layouts.

In this paper, we reported the results of each study as evidence-based design recommendations,
principles and guidelines, with measurements such as cognitive load and presence that have been
used for the evaluation of XR display layouts. Through this exploration, we aim to contribute
to innovative approaches and established frameworks used in publications, to understand
challenges and opportunities in multiple display layouts in XR.

2. Related Reviews

Many studies have focused on utilizing multiple displays in non-immersive environments
[5, 6, 4]. For instance, Roberts and Al-Maneea [6] reviewed 340 visualization tools from articles
published between 2012 and 2018 and evaluated different strategies for laying out multiple
displays in these papers. However, we found three review papers in immersive environments
[7, 8, 9]. We focused on reviews that aim to provide a more structured perspective on evidence-
based guidelines for display layouts in XR. Roberts et al. [7] use case studies to discuss the
challenges and opportunities of using multiple views 1 in immersive visualization. Knudsen
and Carpendale [8] explored the benefits and challenges of using multiple views in immersive
analytics. Ma and Millet [9] focused on designing immersive dashboards, which are interactive
interfaces that display multivariate data through coordinated views.

In this review, our specific emphasis is on displays that have not been the primary focus in
previous reviews. Our goal is to suggest existing empirical evidence on how to layout virtual
displays in XR.

3. Methodology

For conducting a review we used the four-phase process of: identification of research, paper
selection process, inclusion criteria and screening phases [11].

To identify relevant papers we used the following query: ("Augmented Reality" OR "Virtual
Reality" OR "Mixed Reality" OR "Extended Reality") AND (display2 AND layout). We included
the abbreviation of XR terms (AR, VR, MR, XR) and ran the query on Google Scholar linked to
our university’s library resources which has subscriptions to almost all computer science and
software engineering databases, including but not limited to IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library,
Scopus, and WebofScience. Figure 2(a) shows the PRISMA chart of the review process.

1Multiple views is the general term that has been used in the literature for both multiple visualizations such as 2D
and 3D charts and multiple displays [10].

2The inclusion of alternative terms for "display", e.g., "screen" or "monitor" did not yield any additional results.



Figure 2: (a) Flowchart of the review process. (b) Examples of varied shapes of multiple display layouts:
A) Lists, Grids, and Arcs layouts [17]. B) Flat, Semi-circle, and Full-circle arrangements [18].

After running the searches, we extracted papers that were published in English, after 1997.
Then, we excluded survey papers and deleted duplicates. Furthermore, we excluded patent
descriptions, standards, slideshows, and dissertation (e.g., [12]). Then we established a set
of inclusion and exclusion criteria to proceed to the screening phase. We kept papers that
were on multiple display layouts in XR and conducted quantitative and qualitative studies for
layout evaluation. We excluded papers with only one display, and those lacking a detailed study
description. In addition, we only focused on HMD XR and exclude mobile-based and desktop
XR studies (e.g., [13]). In the next phase, we performed screening on the studies’ title, abstract,
and full text using our inclusion and exclusion criteria. This final phase resulted in 14 unique
relevant papers on the topic [14, 3, 15, 1, 16, 17, 18, 19, 2, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].

4. Results

Reviewed papers: In this section, we closely examine the main focus in 14 publications related
to XR multiple display layouts, highlighting their design implications. For instance, [15] and [3],
explores design considerations of AR monitors for productivity work and examines the usability
of AR monitors compared to physical monitors. [1] focuses on the interaction in multiple VR
screens for mobile knowledge workers. In [16] the research examines the cognitive features of
3D space for information displays in MR. [17] compares different display arrangements in the
searching process, and [18] investigates the effects of display layout on spatial memory, using
abstract tasks. In [19], the authors uses measures such as task load and presence to understand
the impact of curvature displays on users’ performance. [2] explores the layout of virtual
displays in shared transit AR environments, considering factors such as social effects, and the



impact of the number of displays. Mori et al. [21] tested the impact of layout configurations
of virtual displays in AR. [22] investigated the passenger experience of display layouts in a
simulated VR passenger airplane environment, while [23] identifies key factors to consider in
the design and evaluation of XR virtual displays for a workplace environment and "DesignAR"
[24] addresses design challenges related to mid-air VR/AR interaction on augmented displays.

Display Layouts: The reviewed papers used diverse layouts of displays such as spherical, and
cylindrical layouts [1], 3D layouts with attributes like depth distance, information layer number,
and target relative position [16], and specific shapes like lists, grids, and arcs [17] (Figure 2(b)-A).
Some papers represented arrangements, such as flat, semi-circle, and full-circle [18] (Figure
2(b)-B), while others explore layout classification based on position in 3D environments, such
as displays placed according to their position in relation to the user’s head position on both the
vertical and horizontal axes in [2] (Figure 1-C).

Empirical Evidence: The reviewed papers provide evidence-based guidelines for designing
multiple display layouts in XR, such as allowing an information touchscreen display to break out
of the screen while transitioning from 2D to 3D can be controlled with the original touchscreen
[1]. Three design principles for improving the searching process include using uncommon 3D
arrangements, faster scans with grid and arc arrangements, and users’ preferences for grid over
arc [17]. However, VR and XR have lower usability compared to the physical environment.
[19] reveals higher task load, frustration, anxiety, and eye strain in VR, while lower usability,
perceived productivity, and well-being in VR compared to the physical environment [19, 20].

In the context of AR displays, guidelines focus on factors like situational awareness, and social
norms. [20] suggests that AR can affect self-confidence and users’ feeling of safety. The guiding
principle derived from [2] is that in shared transit, social presence play a significant role in how
people positioned AR displays. [21] provides guidelines for the design of AREDs, suggesting
the significant dependence of the user’s perception on the AR display layouts. [23] provides
guidelines about user preferences for the design of XR virtual displays. For example, one
guideline suggests that most users (67%) prefer displays no bigger than the field of view with a
scaling factor of 1.5 times the size of a physical display of the same resolution [23]. Furthermore,
[24] defines the concept of Augmented Displays as the extension of an interactive surface such
as a wall display, and mentions the importance of the alignment of augmented displays with
the display itself. Although Pavanatto et al. [3] did not explicitly provide any design principles,
their studies show that virtual monitors were slower and required more head-turning than
a hybrid combination of both physical and virtual monitors. Wang et al. [16] suggest three
principles for designing a 3D spatial information layout for a holographic command cabin in an
MR environment. These include determining the optimal depth range of information (3.4 m∼3.6
m), limiting the number of layers to five, and ensuring optimal relative positions between layers
(0.2m∼0.35m). [22] identifies five principles for multiple display layouts in MR applications:
1) Users prefer virtual displays within their personal space; 2) Design factors should ensure
social acceptance; 3) Horizontal layouts may cause discomfort and physical demands; 4) Vertical
layouts are preferred for productivity tasks; and 5) Display preferences can vary based on task
type. Designers should consider these principles to avoid negative consequences.

Overall, the reviewed papers collectively offer design recommendations for diverse XR
applications of multiple display layouts.



5. Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, our study collected a set of recommended design guidelines for multiple display
layouts in XR, supported by empirical evidence. Additionally, our investigation explores the
existing studies in this domain, types of XR environments, and display layouts. While these
studies provide design implications of multiple display layouts in XR, future research in the
domain should address the identified limitations in the reviewed studies including small sample
sizes, absence of direct comparisons with similar systems, and a lack of evidence-based guidelines
for various layouts.
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